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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The social work profession today is far advanced over
that of the past. With the years the image of its practi
tioners has changed from the "lady bountiful11 to that of a
skilled professional worker trained to use himself as a tool
in helping people to help themselves. The social worker has
acquired many skills through his working experiences and as
a result of his quest for knowledge. He has, of course,
encountered many problems. One area which has long been rec
ognized as a problem in the field of social work is that of
recording.
Recording Defined
Speaking very generally, recording is seen as an es
sential factor in social work for it is a means of maintain
ing facts about cases, groups, and communities, and a means
of preserving situations which may not occur again. Due to
the many kinds of facts and many different situations which
require recording, social welfare agencies have developed
many recording forms. Anne Lindsay, of Wayne University
School of Social Work, in her book, Group Work Recording,
takes note of the many kinds of fact-maintaining records
which agencies may keep, and the importance of these to the
1
profession.
There is that vast area of statistical recording, kept
on multiple forms, and used for numerical accounting.
There are records on materials used, money expended,
and persons served. Records are kept by agencies on
the national, local, departmental, group, and individual
levels. There are many types of narrative reports used
for interpretation, information, experimentation - and
even at times for justification! . . . These records
which are primarily required for purposes of agency
administration or interpretation . . .-.are vital to every
agency and necessarily time-consuming.
Recording which "preserves situations" is referred to
as process recording. This may more formally be defined as
follows:
• • . the written description of the dynamic interaction
that has taken place in an interview. This description
of the interaction is expected to contain factual infor
mation, worker observations, and an account of both the
client's and the worker's responses and activity. The
recording is expanded . . . , to encompass a detailed
analysis of the worker's observations of, and reactions
to, the interview - an analysis?that includes his dia
gnostic thinking and planning.
Process recording is used by practitioners in the three
methods of social work - casework, group work, and community
organization, and although it varys to some degree among the
three methods, it has the same purpose - improving the quality
of experience for the client, the group, or the community.
Unlike fact-maintaining records, process records are usually
quite detailed and extensive. For the beginning or untrained
worker a process recording may lack structure. However, it
Anne Lindsay, G-roup Work Recording (New York:
Woman's Press, 1952), p. 1.
2
Margaret Dwyer and Martha Urbanowski, "Student Pro
cess Recording: A Plea for Structure," Social Casework, XXXXYI
(May, 1965), p. 283.
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is designed for the major purpose of improving the quality
of experience which is provided for a person(s), as it is
to be used as a tool in aiding the worker to understand the
person(s) with whom he is working and to learn how to help
them. ¥ot the group worker and community organizer, the
content of such a recording consists of sections describing
behavior of individuals in the group, the interaction of the
members' minds, the role of the worker, the movement, growth,
and change occurring in the members and in the group as a
whole, and the relations of the group with the community.
Importance of Records
Only through analyzing the process records of a
group is it possible to adequately assess the movement of
the group, to distinguish individual behavior patterns, to
recall details and maintain a semblance of objectivity while
assessing one's own role in the social work process. Harleigh
B. Trecker, Dean and Professor of Social Work, University of
Connecticut, speaks of the importance of records to the
worker as follows?
Process records show the worker the variety of patterns
of interpersonal relationships which take shape within
the group. The emergence of a group consciousness can
be seen as can subgroupings. The acceptance of the
individual by the group is reflected by his change in
status which can be discovered from reading accumulated
records. The development of the worker's relationship
and role can be ascertained from careful recording of
what he does while helping the group. Attention becomes
focused upon the status of the group in the agency and
in the community as intergroup relations are recorded.
Harleigh B. Trecker, Social Group Work (New York:
Whiteside, Inc., 1955), p. 203^
Changes in the goals of the group become more evident,
and member interests outside the group are seen from a
review of the record.
As the worker writes his records after each meeting,
he develops a picture of the group that can be passed
on to his superior. Together, worker and supervisor
can focus their attention on the group situation as ex
perienced by the worker. The record is thus a stimulus
to interaction between the supervisor and the worker.
Records enable group work supervisors to keep in touch
with many groups for purposes of coordinating the total
program of the agency. Records are useful as a basis
for evaluating the group experience of the members and
for helping the worker in individual and group super
visory conferences. In worker evaluation records are
indispensable. When new workers are assigned to groups,
past records become useful at the point of orientation
and help new workers to understand the kind of experience
the group has enjoyed prior to the coming of the new
worker. Records are valuable to other departments of
the agency if it is large; and they are important in
the planning of referrals of individuals to community
resource agencies.
Recording also facilitates planning. Details about
meetings can be easily forgotten thus carefully kept records
are essential for successful follow-through and planning for
future meetings. Only through the records of what the worker
does is it possible to learn, to evaluate, and to advance
other techniques for use in social work. Carefully written
records can serve as a basis for research and thereby the
advancement of the social work profession with the knowledge
resulting from the research. For example, a thorough exam
ination and comparison of workers1 records of adult groups
trying to focus on problems of neighborhoods could be used
to test hypotheses concerned with techniques to employ in
gaining understanding and cooperation among the members.
4Ibid.t pp. 199-200.
Thus in summarizing the importance of process record
er
ing, the following list of functions served can be compiled:
1. Tends to improve the quality of experience provided
for a person.
2. Aids the worker in recognizing individual behavior
patterns of group members.
3« Aids in recognizing and assessing the movement of
the group as a whole and within the community.
4. Maintains and organizes facts about a group, such
as attendance.
5. Aids in discerning the relationships of the members
with each other.
6. Helps in recognizing the interaction of ideas.
7. Aids in the process of supervision of the worker.
8. Tends to increase the worker's self-awareness.
9« Aids in the coordination of the total program of the
agency.
10. Facilitates evaluation of the group experience of
members.
11. Aids in evaluating the worker.
12. Helps in the orientation of a new worker to a group.
13. Aids in the planning of referrals.
14• Facilitates planning program with the group and the
individual planning of the worker.
15. Increases the potential for research and thereby
the advancement of knowledge in social work.
16. Provides a substance for accounting to the public
of how money is used.
Recording as a Problem Area
Although recording is considered an essential factor
5
This list of process recording functions evolved
from Trecker, op. cit., pp. 199-200.
it has long been a problem in the field of social work.6
Early in the 1950fs there was a resurgent interest in the
area of recording by authorities in social casework. The
Social Welfare Forum of 1953 saw the presentation of the
findings of a time-cost study conducted at Family Service of
Philadelphia. Mr. John G. Hill, research director of the
study, stated that of every $100 spent by the agency, |27
was for the cost of recording.' Thus recording costs mounted
to about one-third the cost of giving services to clients.8
Other problems concerning recording also came to the
surface with the publication of a number of articles in var
ious social work and related journals. Dr. Charlotte
Babcock in her article, "Social Work as Work," brought atten
tion to the many problem areas faced by a caseworker. Fore
most in her discussion of anxiety-producing situations faced
by caseworkers in typical work settings was "recording".
She found in her treatment of caseworkers and supervisors
that failing at recording was often a result of feelings of
inadequacy or of not being knowledgeable. Recording the
process of social work with a client served to increase the
worker's anxiety feelings as he saw more clearly through his
A. R. Merrifield, "New Recording System for Medical
Settings," Social Casework, XXXXI (May, I960), p. 257.
John Frings, "Experimental Systems of Recording,"
Social Casework. XXXVIII (February, 1957), p. 55.
"Of Records and Supervision," Social Service Review,
XXVIII (March, 1954), p. 83.
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recordings the mistakes he was making.v These two problem
areas were commented upon again in 1954 in the "Notes and
Comments" section of the Social Service Review.
One of the most common causes of occupational neurosis
among social workers is recording. Its impact produces
a variety of symptoms, from nutism to verbigeration,
from headache to laryngitis, from hyperactivity on all
fronts to frozen depression in the face of the enemy
Ediphone. And ... to complicate . • • the problem is
the matter of cost • • • • That social agency records
are costly is a fact long known, but it is startling to
face the exact figure - thirty-two cents out of every
service dollar - and a proportion to stun a supporting
community, to harrow board member and administrator, and
to traumatize the already record-ridden caseworker, for
now, indeed, his words must be pearls! It is a figure
and a proportion to command all casework agency staff
members to consider ways and means of solving this
costly problem.
Time is proposed as another problem faced in record
ing in the paper "Experimental Systems of Recording," by
John Frings. Director of the Study of Recording carried on
by the United Charities of Chicago and the Jewish Family and
Community Service of Chicago, he presented his paper at the
Biennial Meeting of the Family Service Association of America
in Cincinnati, Ohio, November 17, 1956. Testing the experi
mental systems of recording, each requiring less recording
on a case than the first one, he found that recording is
related to the amount of time available for recording and to
what can be produced in the recording.
It would seem that in usual practice, depending on the
various pressures and demands, certain cases are selected
for recording at any one time and this recording is done
q
^Charlotte G-. Babcock, M.D., "Social Work as Work,"
Social Casework, XXV (December, 1953), pp. 415-422.
"Of Records and Supervision," op. cit.
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more or less currently, while other cases go unrecorded
for varying lengths of time. The result is that there
is generally a lag in the worker's recording of the total
caseload and, since this is probably cumulative, more
and more selectivity is necessary-, the longer the case
load, as a whole, is unrecorded.
Mr. Frings also noted a problem of a lack of structure.
He found that the caseworker who wrote the records, felt a
real need for a spelling out of what was wanted in the record,
how much, and how it should be organized. The difficulty
with the detailed recording centered around the lack of struc
ture. Although the worker adapted himself to reasonable ex
pectations, he reacted negatively when he did not see the
relation of the expectations to the practical usage of what
he was producing, and/or when he did not understand clearly
what was expected of him. As a result, a wide difference of
opinion was revealed between the caseworker, and the super
visor who used the records. The producers, or caseworkers,
were satisfied with brief recording, if there was a need for
any at all, whereas, the users, or supervisors, preferred
detailed recording at all times. Mr. Frings, however, con
cluded that a method of recording is possible which would be
realistic to the time alloted for recording and which would
produce the "greatest general professional return to the staff11.12
Thus we see from the literature in casework during
the 1950fs an interest in recording and a depicting of at
least four major problem areas within recording - cost,
anxiety of the worker, time, and a lack of structure. But
Frings, op. cit., p. 60.
12Ibid.. p. 62.
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recognizing a problem and finding a solution for it are two
different things. This can be verified with the emergence
in the literature of the 196O*s of the same problems.
A. F. Merrifield in I960, writing about a new record
ing system used by the Department of Medical Social Work at
the University of Illinois Research and Educational Hospitals,
draws attention to the long recognized problem of recording
and sees recording as a hindrance to the worker unless its
purpose is understood and its method simplified. He also
notes the factor of pressures on the worker to produce the
records as not conducive to good recording. ^ Again in 1965,
the periodical, Social Casework, reveals ". . . A Plea for
Structure". This time the concern is with student process
recording, but a statement in the article strongly suggests
that trained workers also feel the problems of recording.
"'. . • Most trained workers confess they are not adept in
recording, and feel considerable resistance to it." ^ Stu
dents, when they become agency staff members, find that
". . . recording continues to consume a disproportionate
amount of their time, with the not infrequent result, that
they try to escape from this reality by postponing it until
it has reached unmanageable proportions."
If one considers the average work load of a group worker,
or a community organizer, wherein they come in contact with
I"5)
•Tferrifield, op. cit., pp. 254-257.




many individuals seeking assistance, and many groups for whom
they are responsible, it is quite conceivable that process
recording of the form attributable to Harleigh B. Treeker,
is unrealistic to the amount of time available to the worker.
The problems felt in casework recording in the 1950's were
also present in community organization. Campbell G. Murphy,
in 1959, writing on recording for community organization
stated -
In community organization practice, record keeping on
the whole is in a primitive stage. A very practical
problem is that the wide range of activities in which
the community organization worker is engaged would
require a tremendous amount of recording if anything
realistic regarding the 'process' or 'movement* or
•relationship* were to be properly recorded. '
C. F. McNeil, writing in 1954, had earlier pointed
to the expense and time factors of process recording, and had
also noted that process recording for community organization
was still in the experimental stages, but felt that with
wider application, there would be better understanding of it.18
Wayne McMillen, even earlier in 1945, however, had taken a
slightly differing view. He felt that the process of community
organization could be carried successfully forward only by
being constantly related to the sources of factual material,
and thus there was a great need for adequate and controlled
recording. He defined controlled recording as that within
17
Campbell G. Murphy, "Community Organization Record
ing," Community Organization in Action, (New York: Association
Press, 1959), p. 303. "
"I Q
C. F. McNeil, "Community Organization for Social
Welfare," Social Work Yearbook 1954» XII (1954), pp. 121-128.
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which there was uniformity regarding the definition of terms
and certain key items previously agreed upon. Thus process
recording is seen as cumbersome, expensive, and time-consuming
to some of the authorities in the community organization
method, and they seem to be in agreement on the need for sys
tematic, controlled, or structured recording. This compares
with the findings of Frings and the article, "Process Record
ing: A Plea for Structure," which have been previously ment
ioned.
Experiments with brief recording conducted by social
workers in the casework method have revealed that the case
load of a worker can be increased and still the worker will
be happy and efficient. With the relief from detailed record
ing there developed a different orientation to the total job,
20
and production increased. There also developed, however,
problems with supervision in verbally conveying the material,
particularly when a case was in its initial stages or the
material was complex. However, it was felt that these diffi
culties were offset as they required the worker and supervisor
to develop a greater sense of partnership, sharpen their
respective responsibilities, and increase their communication.^"1'
19
Wayne McMillen, Community Organization for Social
Welfare (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1945), p. 221.
20
Nathaniel Goodman, "The Use of the Movement Scale
With Brief Recording," Social Casework. XXXIX (Mary, 1958),
pp. 282-286.
21
Wilda J. Dailey and Virginia Pettit Hogan, "Brief
Recording and Supervision," Social Casework. XXXIX (May, 1958),
pp. 278-282.
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Looking at the prolonged period of expressed problem
areas with process recording, one begins to question why
seemingly no alternative form of recording has "been devised
or brought to the attention of the social casework, social
group work, and community organization methods. The examin
ation of the purposes of process recording and its problems
would not seem to eliminate the possibility, by means of
another form of recording, of attaining the purposes and de
creasing or eliminating the problems.
A Recording Form
mile engaged in a block field placement in community
organization, the researcher became aware of the limitations
of process recording to the social work process. Drawing
upon past recording experiences with a recording form at
South Side Settlement in Columbus, Ohio, and knowledge of the
purposes and importance of the process record, the researcher
devised a recording form designed to meet the needs of the
worker in community organization or group work. Recording
for casework was not considered as the researcher is primarily
interested, and most familiar, with community organization
and group work. Also it was felt that casework recording
would vary greatly among agencies.
The recording form which was devised by the student
consisted of sections to elicit information much like Trecker
saw as necessary to the development of the worker and of the
group. This information was as follows;
1. Factual information of attendance, date, time and
13
place of the meeting, and subjects discussed by the
group•
2. Roles taken by various members and the interaction
of the members with each other.
3. The role of the worker with individuals and with the
group as a whole.
4. The movement of the group in the community and its
relation to other community organizations.
5. General and specific plans of the group and of the
worker.
Correlating the functions served by process recording (Refer
to page 5 of the text.) and the above sections of the record
ing form will reveal them to be very similar. The recording
form (hereafter referred to as "form") was designed for the
recording of group meetings such as clubs, committees, neigh
borhood councils, and so forth.
There are a number of features about the form which
the researcher felt would suggest its successful use by
agencies. The structure of the form is such as to facilitate
organization of workers' records. Space is alloted for the
group's name, the worker's name, identifying characteristics
about the group, date of the meeting, and the number of the
recording on the group. Because of its layout with direct
questions to be answered by the recorder, the form demands
selectivity and exactness in the recording. The structured
questions require the worker to record certain events that
occur in a meeting. Frings and Dwyer and Urbanowski, noted
that recording often "piled up" and then resulted in a great
deal of selectivity on the part of the recorder. Use of the
form would greatly limit this selectivity and demand more
14
exactness in the writing because of the limited space pro
vided for recording. Terms used in the form, such as those
describing the tone of the meeting, (Refer to Appendix I,
page 55.) increase uniformity of records among agencies, and
increase communication between supervisor and worker as they
discuss the definition of terms.
As the researcher examined the form she began to raise
questions concerning it. Would the form in actuality increase
the amount of time needed for recording? Was it too simple
or perhaps not clear enough? Would the beginning worker or
indigenous worker find ease of use with it? Was it too struc
tured, thereby limiting creativeness of the recorder? Would
the structured form aid in the reduction of anxiety on the
part of the worker? Would the form aid the worker in seeing
more clearly his role with the group, and in understanding
the group dynamics, thereby increasing the worker's level of
awareness? How could the form be changed to make it a more
effective tool for the worker? What would be its effect
upon supervision? Was the form flexible enough to be used
by different agencies? Would use of the form facilitate the
organization of a worker's records?
The answers to these questions, which would disclose
the possibility of employing the form, lay with people who
were acquainted with the form. The researcher felt that once
their opinions were gathered, conclusions could be drawn, and
the form could then be altered where needed, thereby increas
ing the worker's ability to make use of it. The effectiveness
15




Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this exploratory study in the area of
social work recording is to determine the possibilities of
employing "the structured recording form," which has been
examined on pages 12 through 14 of the text, in the methods
of social group work and community organization.
Definition of Terms and Concepts
Certain terms and concepts are used throughout this
with which the reader may be unfamiliar. For the purposes
of clarification they are defined as follows:
Recording form — varying greatly among social welfare
agencies, this is usually a suggested, or required,
means of maintaining records on groups. It differs in
the amount of suggested structure, but is often a sched
ule upon which one records, answering questions therein
raised by the form.
Community organization — one of the three methods of
social work, it ". . . is the process of working with
people so that they will realize their potential to act,
in regard to their surroundings and the community in
which they live, in changing their environment to
16
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satisify them, the people." This definition places its
emphasis upon the people and the process of working with
them through their involvement in the process, and of
affecting change in relation to their surroundings and
the community.
Social group work — one of the three methods of social
work, it is ". • .a process and a method through which
group life is affected by a worker who consciously di
rects the interacting process toward the accomplishment
of goals which in our country are conceived in a demo
cratic frame of reference." *
Indigenous worker — an individual employed with a social
agency, who may or may not have a formal educational
degree. He knows the problems with which he is working
because being a member of the community in which he works,
he also faces them.2^
Beginning worker — an individual with a college degree
who is employed with a social agency but with less than
two years experience with the agency.
Supervisor — an individual within the social agency
whose role it is, because of his knowledge, understanding,
22
Darleen Shearer, "Community Organization: Definition,"
(Atlanta, Georgia: Atlanta University, 1966), Unpublished.
23
■'Gertrude Wilson and Gladys Ryland, Social Group
Work (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1949), p. 61.
24
The Indigenous Nonprofessional, Report Number 3
(New York:lational Institute of Labor Education Mental
Health Program, November, 1964).
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and experience, to enable workers to increase their
25
competence as staff members.
Procedure, Scope, and Limitations
In order to secure workers' opinions of the form and
thereby determine the possibilities of its implementation,
the researcher decided to have workers use the form and then,
using a questionaire, assess their opinions of it.
The interview consisted of reading the questions to
the subject and noting his responses on the interview sched
ule. The researcher used the interview rather than the ques
tionaire because of the greater flexibility it permitted in
the interview situation, for example, in rephrasing questions
or probing to clarify the meaning of the interviewee's res
ponses. Nevertheless most of the questions were standardized.
Also the interview allows the interviewer to create a more
receptive atmosphere than that created when the respondent is
asked to fill out a four page questionaire.
The administration of the interview takes time on the
part of the interviewer and the respondent. The development
of an open atmosphere to elicit free expression requires time,
as does the administration of the open-ended questions which
are designed to permit the free expression of the respondent.
Considering the factor of interviewing time and the
objective of the exploratory study being that of identifying
25Wilson and Ryland, op. oit., pp. 533-586.
Marie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W. Cook,
Research Methods in Social Relations (Few York: The Dryden
Press, 1951), Part I, pp. 157-158.
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preliminary hypotheses in areas which have limited develop
ment, the researcher felt that it would be possible to select
from one agency, a sample to use the form as concern was focused
upon the degree of educational training and practical exper
ience of the workers rather than upon the number of workers
in the sample.
Flexibility and ease of use of the form could only be
determined after eliciting opinions from workers of varying
experience. The opinions of supervisors and workers would
both be needed for adequate testing of the effect of the form
on the worker's anxiety around recording and its effect, if
any, on his awareness of how he uses himself as a tool in
working with people. Also they would both be needed to deduce
whether there would be a difference between the workers and
supervisors concerning how much material needed to be recorded.
In view of these factors an agency with two or more supervisors
and a sizable staff of varying backgrounds of experience
seemed most appropriate for the testing of the form. The
functions of the agency also entered into the selection pro
cess. As the form was specifically designed for community
organization workers and social group workers, an agency in
volved in both methods would provide the best staff for the
testing of the form. Thus, the criteria for selecting an
agency was as follows:
1. The size of the staff and their experience
2. The number of supervisors
3. The functions of the agency
20
Bethlehem Community Center of Atlanta, Georgia, ap
peared to offer the best resources for the study. The staff
of fifteen persons consists of five full-time workers, three
part-time workers, four field work students of the Atlanta
University School of Social Work, one full-time janitor, one
part-time janitor, and one full-time secretary. The agency,
although principally group work oriented, delves into many
aspects of the community life, as it believes that in order
to work with the whole person, one must also deal with the
environment in which the person lives.
Bethlehem Community Center shall seek to achieve a com
munity of well-being by developing racial understanding,
and enriching the social, recreational, educational,
cultural, and spiritual resources of the people in the
neighborhood(s) it serves. In so doing, its services
shall be focused upon the neighborhood(s) and shall be
non-denominational in scope. '
Another contributing factor is that the staff for the past
six months has been experimenting with recording, trying to
devise a form which would be agreeable to them and meet their
needs. The Executive Director, Mr. Robert Shrider, was very
pleased when the researcher approached him with the idea of
testing the form with the staff, as he felt that this could
possibly help them to clarify their own thinking, or might
even be the answer for them.
Making use of only one agency in selecting the sample
was a limit to the study in spite of the advantages of
Bethlehem Community Center. This decreased the possibility
27
Bethlehem Community Center, "Charter and Bylaws,"
(Atlanta, Georgia: Bethlehem Community Center, February, 1965),
Revised, p. 1. (Mimeographed.)
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of differences of opinions among various agencies which would
be of differing social work methods. Also by selecting one
agency the sample size was decreased. Another major limit
ation of the study was that the members of the sample all
had at least a college degree, thus ease of use of the form
for the indigenous worker of little academic background could
not be tested. The researcher, aware of these limitations,
however, felt that the necessity of meeting thesis deadlines
and the exploratory nature of the study justified the use of
one agency and a sample of ten staff members.
Description of the Sample
The researcher decided upon ten members of the staff
for the sample. These ten people consisted of three full-
time supervisors of more than five years experience with the
agency, four workers with less than two years experience of
which three were beginning social group work students of the
Atlanta University School of Social Work, and three workers
of more than two years experience with the agency. These
ten people were chosen on the basis of the amount of exper
ience that they had, the position they held with the agency,
and the kinds of groups with which they were working.
CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION Of DATA
The presentation of data will follow the grouping of
the staff which was explained on page 20, "Description of the
Sample"' and the sections of the interview schedule. This will
facilitate individual members remaining anonymous and also
enable better comprehension of the material. In the sections
of the interview schedule dealing with "aspects of a meeting
which you usually record" and "which you feel should be re
corded", all respondents tended to discuss changes they would
make in the form. In view of this and the priority of clarity
to the writing, the researcher integrated this section with
that on "changes".
The members of the sample were originally selected on
the basis of the amount of experience with the agency, the
agency position they held, and the kinds of groups with which
they were working. The following tables reveal other charac
teristics of the workers which had bearing upon their expressed
opinions of the form.
Table 1 indicates that six persons in the sample had
more than six years of experience within the field of social
work. Actual compilation of years reveals a total of thirty-
seven for the three supervisors, nine and a half years for
the four Group B members and twenty-eight years for the three
22
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Group C members. Thus workers of Group B with the least
amount of experience in the social work field also had less
than two years experience with the agency, Bethlehem Community
Center.
TABLE 1










































aGroup A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
TABLE 2








































Years of experience cannot necessarily be equated
with level of formal education as Table 3 reveals. Workers
24
of Group C with twenty-eight years of experience have less
formal education than the Group B members with fewer than
two years of experience with the agency.
TABLE 3




























Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
TABLE 4
ARE YOU WORKING WITH AT LEAST ONE GROUP

















Table 4 indicates that only one of the ten respond
ents was not working with a group at the time of the study.
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Table 5 shows that only two people were unable to record a
meeting using the form. The researcher was fully assured by
the two individuals, both supervisors, that they had acquainted
themselves with the form.
TABLE 5















aGroup A refers to supervisors? Group B to workers
with less than two years experience? and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
TABLE 6
























Table 6 indicates that two of the supervisors stated
that they usually spend thirty minutes recording a meeting,
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and found the form required approximately forty-five minutes.
Neither felt that the form required too much time. As one
supervisor commented, "There would be less time after it be
comes routine." The supervisor who was not working with a
group at the time of the study felt that it usually required
ninety minutes to record a meeting. This length of time con
curred with her approximation of time needed for the form.
She felt that this was too much time in relation to her goal
of a minimum of sixty minutes for recording a meeting.
The members of Group B were slow to react to the ques
tion of time usually spent recording a meeting and hesitated
to give a period of time. However, all of the four workers
found the form required approximately forty-five minutes, and
agreed that this was not too much time in relation to the
amount of time they would like to spend on a recording.
As with the last group discussed, the researcher
found the members of Group C very reluctant to state the num
ber of minutes they usually spent recording a meeting. The
three workers gave thirty minutes as an ideal length of time
to be spent recording a meeting. Interestingly enough, al
though each person took at least sixty minutes to record a
meeting using the form, each one quickly added that the time
would decrease as he became familiar with the form. Some
added to this comment, "I liked it."
Table 7 shows that most of the participants of the
study had difficulty understanding what information was being
sought on the form. Those few who did not express difficulty
possessed the Master of Social Work Degree.
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TABLE 7
DID YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY UNDERSTANDING WHAT

















Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
The supervisors took divergent viewpoints in answer
ing the question, "Did you have difficulty understanding what
information was sought on the form?" Two said that generally
they had no difficulty. The other supervisor stated, from
workers' reactions to her as a supervisor, that there was
some difficulty. Confusion existed over the researcher's
definition of terms. An example of some of the confusion was
the difference between "hostility" and "conflict" referred
to in sections VII and VIII of the form. The supervisor sug
gested that an orientation to the form by the staff would
eliminate or decrease some of this difficulty.
The ability of Group B members to understand what
information was sought seemed to be greatly affected by the
terminiology. Representative of Group B's comments is the
following: "I didn't understand what you Cthe researcher]
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wanted." In some instances comments were made regarding rep
etition of sections of the form. The researcher, upon probing,
felt that again it was a matter of definition of terms. Two
individuals suggested that an orientation to the form before
using it would be very profitable.
The interviews with members of Group C moved smoothly
until they were asked if they had difficulty understanding
what information was sought on the form. Once this question
was raised their resistence to recording became evident. Al
though the workers were enthusiastic about the form as a
whole, they were also critical in their observations of the
form. For example, each of the respondents went completely
through the form pointing out sections which were not clear
to him and raising questions about the meanings and differ
ences of terms. "What's a benevolent ruler?" "Aren't sections
seven and eight repetitious?" "Sections nine and eleven
seem to be the same." One worker, with a Bachelor of Science
Degree in Agriculture, stated that although he had difficulty
understanding some of the form, he felt that this was because
of his background. As with Group B, problems with understand
ing the form seemed to center on the definition of terms.
Table 8 indicates that six of the ten participants
felt the form was too detailed. Examination of Table 9 re
veals that this opinion applied to sections VI through XII
which are items repeatedly asking the role of the worker in
the situations being recorded. Within these sections the





















Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
Two supervisors said that they did not feel the form
was too detailed. Both, however, suggested some changes.
Table 9 indicates those sections which they would change.
One supervisor noted that section IX and XI, concerned with
individuals who took the most active part and who took leader
ship, respectfully, should "be combined. Another supervisor,
looking at the form from the viewpoint of dealing with com
munity meetings, stated that some of the sections would not
be applicable, lor instance, at a meeting of sixty people,
a worker would have little concern for who was withdrawn.
The third supervisor, who felt that the form was too detailed,
did not, however, mention specific sections as did the others.
Instead, to explain her comment of it being too detailed, she








































Members of the various groups gave multiple responses
to this question.
^Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers




















One worker of Group B felt that the form was too de
tailed, whereas three workers said it was not. The individ
ual who gave the negative response, pointed out several sec
tions which could be condensed. Following this comment, how
ever, he stated, "It is not always easy to identify your role
under these sections VII through XII . You should say 'com
ments' and/or 'role1.11 Later under another section the same
individual commented that the form was so involved that he
doubted if workers would use it after each meeting. (Sec
tions VI through XII have items asking the role of the worker
in the situation being recorded.)
All the members of Group C were in agreement that
some sections of the form were repetitious, such as VII and
VIII, which deal with the presence of conflict and hostility
during the meeting; IX and XI, which are concerned with indi
viduals who took the most active part and who took leadership
during the meeting; and XII and IV, which refer to a feeling
of being in a group and the group feeling more "togetherness"
or less "togetherness", and suggested that these be combined.
Here again, the issue of definition of terms entered.
Tables 10 and 11 show that all the staff members who
participated in the study agreed that the form would help
them in working with groups and would facilitate the organ
ization of their records. Several comments were made by su
pervisors to the effect that use of the form enabled the
worker to see patterns developing in the group members* be





















aGroup A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
TABES 11
WOULD USING THE FORM FACILITATE THE















Many voluntary comments were made by Group B members
expressing positive feelings toward the specificity of ques
tions and the opportunity this afforded to pick out partic
ular information. This enabled the worker to see his pro
gress, and as one individual said, "It makes you look at all,
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not just the outstanding features of a meeting."
One member of Group C commented that he got w. • .a
better picture of the group." This person had also stated
that he used section YI (which primarily deals with a list
of the business items of the meeting) as a guide to write a
narrative discussing the aspects listed, thereby recording
the process, or dynamics, of the group.
TABLE 12
DID USING THE FORM HELP YOU TO FOCUS OH:


































































Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience? and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
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Table 12 shows that the three supervisors agreed that
using the form would help them to focus attention on individual
behavior, and also shows that they agreed that the form would
not help them focus on the relations of members to each other,
nor in the relation of the group to the community. Concern
was mentioned here by one person in regards to the researcher's
intended meaning of "relation". Two supervisors agreed that
the form would help focus on planning for future meetings
with the group. The individual abstaining did so because the
form lacked a section on "goals of the group meeting". How
ever, one of the first respondents stated that he saw "goals"
inherent in the section of the form calling for the "worker's
plans for the next meeting."
There was a great deal of conflicting opinions among
Group B members. Three of the four respondents felt the form
helped them focus on individual behavior patterns. Three
agreed that it would help them concentrate on the relations
of members to each other. One worker who agreed, however had
reservations, saying this was only apparent in the section
of the form concerned with the existence of subgroups. Three
workers stated that the form afforded little centering on the
relation of the group to the community, whereas only one said
it helped him to accomplish this. That the form helped to
pinpoint planning for future meetings was agreed to be three
members of Group B. One person, noting the absence of a sec
tion for the goals of a meeting, responded negatively to this
question.
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The workers of Group C agreed that the form helped
them focus on the relations of the members to each other, on
the behavior patterns of individual members, and on planning
for future meetings. None felt that it helped them to focus
on the relations of the group to the community. Some re
sponded that one question on the form did bring to mind the
community, but not that much. In relation to the aspect of
planning for future meetings, one individual responded not
so much in: favor of the section of the form for writing of
plans for the next meeting, as in favor of the form's detail.
"By being more detailed, then I plan more so that I have
more to write on the meeting."
TABLE 13
WOULD USING THE FORM AID YOU IN EVALUATING:


































Group A refers to supervisors? Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
Table 13 indicates that all of the supervisors were
in agreement that the form would aid the worker in evaluat
ing the group's movement and the worker's role.
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Agreement prevailed in Group B in the section con
cerned with the form facilitating evaluation of the group's
movement. One person, however, objected that it would not
help him to evaluate his own role.
As with previous questions, the three workers of
Group C concurred in their opinion that the form would aid
them in evaluating the group's movement and their role. One
person who expressed a great dislike for recording emphat
ically stated "Yes" to the form helping her to evaluate her
own role and.added that evaluating her role ". . • is a great
lack of mine.11
All members of the sample agreed that they would
make changes in the form. Table 14, which depicts only major
responses, reveals that the respondents made many comments
and suggestions. The researcher has presented these in terms
of how the form would look if all these suggestions and com
ments were implemented.
To eliminate bulkiness the recording form would be
contained on both the front and the back of pages. An item
pertaining to the weather conditions at the time of the meet
ing would be included within section I which contains fact-
sheet items of the group and of the meeting. Section II,the
attendance list, would be replaced with a separate attendance
sheet in the group's file folder. Following section I would
then be a section wherein the worker could write the purpose
of the meeting and the goals for the meeting. Section III,
which deals with the tone of the meeting, would be expanded
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with the provision of more space for "comments" on the item.
Section VI, the business items of the meeting, would be ex
tended over two pages to allow for possible instructions from
the supervisor for the worker to write more of the process
that took place in the group, and an addition of an item for
what activity, if any, was occurring while the subject was
being discussed. This last addition would then permit record
ing on activity groups or a group having recreation. Also
included would be an item calling for an evaluation of section
VI. Sections IX and XI, which are concerned with the most
active participant and the person taking leadership, would be
combined, and the item "Comments" in section XIII, the role
of the worker, changed to read "Evaluation." The worker's
plans, section XVII, would be moved so that it became the
last item on the recording form.
All of the sample members said that they would like
to use the form with the provision that the changes they re
commended were made. In answer to the question, "Why would
you like to use it?", they gave numerous and various responses,
as is indicated by Table 15.
The supervisors stated that the form gave direction
to the recorder, fostering a recollection of information
which is often forgotten or ignored. As one supervisor said,
"Although some workers might leave this worker's role
blank, it is still better than open-ended questions in which
you would get such replies as, 'It was a good party, ly role
was that of making it good.*" The possibility was raised that
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the structure of the form could also decrease the resistance
to recording by diminishing the worker's anxiety. One super
visor stated that he would use the form for this reason. The
line of thought, in recognition of the extent of staff members'
resistance to recording, was that if this level of anxiety
was reduced the workers could then begin to cultivate a post
ive view of recording. Two of the supervisors volunteered
that they would like to use the form as an educational tool.
As one stated, "Begin a worker on the form, and as he progressed
move him to another form of recording."
TABLE 14
HOW WOULD YOU CHANGE THE FORM?
Responses
Add weather category
Add a separate attendance sheet
Add goals category
Add outstanding behavior category
Provide more space
Have an orientation
Provide for recording more group interaction
Add activity category















































Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
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TABLE 15
WHY WOOED YOU LIKE TO USE THE FORM?
Responses
Decreased recording resistance
Enabled abstracting of salient information
Saved time recording



































aG-roup A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
The comments of Group B members centered around the
form providing structure for the record, and thereby de
creasing the recording time and resistance to recording.
Another factor mentioned was that the required specificity
enabled the worker to go back to the old records and quickly
pull information that was needed. One worker stated that,
although he liked the specificity required by the form, he
felt that with a professional education he would automat
ically include these sections in his recordings, and there
fore, felt the form was very good for unprofessional workers.
Another individual felt that the form helped him to look at
the internal makeup and dynamics of the group more. One
student who was more involved with community organization
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than the other workers seemed to summarize the Group's com
ments when he said,
"It's shorter. It enables you to specify a little more
rather than covering generally. I think it would de
crease a worker's hostility toward recording , and it
would help with community group meetings because of the
consistency and shortness it affords."
Comments of Group C members also centered around the
structure, or direction provided by the form and the decreas
ing of resistance. As one group member stated,
"I despise recording; even when I have time I will sit
and not know where to start. This form gave me direc
tion. I am not sure if it would decrease resistance to
recording for others, but it would lessen it for me.
Really I would like just a check list, but my supervisor
wouldn't, of course. It the form helps me to focus on
the groups better."
Another worker in answer to this same question explained,
"It has more detail, bringing out things I don't usu
ally bring out • You would look for things in the
group because you knew you had to record them, I don't
like to record, and I feel the time factor has a great
deal to do with recording, but with this form the time
would decrease the more you used it."
The remaining individual stated simply and clearly, "It
gives me direction."
In answer to the question, "How do you think using the
form would affect supervision?", Table 16 shows one supervisor,
concerned with the length of the form, felt that supervision
would tend to become boring. This person had not been able
to use the form with any of the workers she supervised. The
other supervisors, however, felt that using the form would
make the supervisor's job easier, as he would be afforded dir
ections in which to work with staff members.
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TABLE 16




























Group A refers to supervisors; Group B to workers
with less than two years experience; and Group C to workers
with more than two years experience with Bethlehem.
Three of the four workers of Group B felt that using
the form would be good for supervision because it would in
crease the dialogue between supervisors and workers as they
discussed the meaning of terms, and the meaning of attitudes
and behavior revealed in the form.
Although, the issue of the effect of the form upon
supervision was not discussed to any great extent, all Group




With the cooperation of the staff of Bethlehem Com
munity Center, the researcher was able to conduct the ten
interviews within four days. These interviews took place
either in the staff member's office or in the staff lounge
at the agency. The interviews ranged from twenty to sixty
minutes, depending upon the staff member's feelings regard
ing the recording form.
Those persons who exhibited a strong dislike for
recording tended to require the longest period of time for an
interview. They were also much more spontaneous with comments
regarding the form than were staff members who related that
they recognized the need for recording. Those who disliked
recording were seemingly so excited about their opinions of
the form that they tended to answer questions on the inter
view schedule before the researcher had asked the question.
As a result many of the interviews bordered on discussions
about the form and recording, and the researcher found her
self in the position of having to set limits on the period
of time for interviews.
On the whole, while interviewing, the researcher,
found the ten staff members of Bethlehem Community Center,
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to be very receptive to the research effort. A great deal of
enthusiasm was expressed for the experience of working with
the structured recording form, although opinions differed
regarding the form. The members of the study group felt they
had learned something from experimenting with the form. Some
now recognized specific aspects of group meetings which they
had not been recording and which had caused them problems in
supervision as they had not fully understood what was being
requested of them. Others felt a greater sense of confidence
as they distinguished sections of the form which were unclear,
redundant, or not needed at all. Where before some staff
members had considered recording "a bother", "just taking up
time", they now saw it as a tool which could greatly help
them in working with groups.
The reaction of enthusiasm on the part of the staff
was interesting, particularly because of several negative re
sponses received when the recording forms were first dis
pensed and the purpose of the research explained. Thumbing
through the five pages of the form, one person in a disgusted
manner said, "I can tell you right now it is not going to be
good because it is too long." Another person in a shocked
questioning tone, asked, "Is this all of it?" One other
person took a differing viewpoint for his initial reason for
disliking the form. As he told me during the interview -
"I didn't like it and was not going to use it just because
you made it up. You're a woman; that's why I didn't like it."
These very same people in the interviews following use of the
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form expressed amazement over the small amount of time required
to record on the form, and continued by explaining that the
time would decrease as they became familiar with the form.
Another factor of which the researcher became aware
while conducting the research was the great resistance to
recording on the part of the staff. This made even more in
teresting the expressed enthusiasm for the experience of work
ing with the recording form. This element of resistance was
first expressed by the supervisors as one of the problems of
the agency, and then later reiterated by the individual
workers. One person said, "I greatly dislike recording",
while others were even more pronounced in their opinions.
"I hate writing." "I despise recording." Yet these same
people later responded that they liked many aspects of the
form.
What is the basis for the enthusiasm for the form?
Looking generally over the data presented in chapter III some
summarization can be made which points to the causes for the
enthusiasm, particularly if these are considered in conjunc
tion with the problems of recording discussed on pages 5
through 12 of this text. Perhaps the best means of relating
the material is to examine the questions raised by the re
searcher which resulted in the study. These questions were
originally raised on page 14.
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CONCLUSIONS
Will use of the form in actuality increase the amount of time
needed for recording?
Evidence from this study would reveal that recording
time will not increase with the use of the form for recording.
The groups of staff members who were able to use the form
were in agreement that the form did not require too much time
in relation to what they would like to spend on recording.
Approximate time length for using the form was between thirty
and forty-five minutes, and all participants of the study
felt the time would decrease as familarity with the form in
creased. The problem of time which was discussed by John
Fringe would seem to be eliminated with use of the form.
The relation of length of recording time and cost to the
agency must also be considered as staff people previously in
volved in recording would now have time for other responsi
bilities of their position and thereby more work would be
accomplished, and thus money put to a better use.
Is the form too simple or perhaps not clear enough?
In answering the question of simplicity of the form
the categories of "understanding the information being sought"
and the "detail of the form" would apply. In response to
these questions, Groups B and C and one supervisor said there
was some difficulty understanding the form. Groups A and C
and one member of B felt the form was too detailed. The two
questions became intertwined as the staff members spoke of
Frings, op. cit.
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the redundancy of some items and confusion as to how the re
searcher defined terms. As previously mentioned the terms
"hostility" and "conflict" in section IX and XI were seen as
synomous. Suggestions were made by three persons, all of dif
ferent groups, that an orientation to the form would alleviate
this problem. With such a discussion it would then be possible
for the word "conflict" to also be seen as a situation wherein
there simply existed differences of opinions. Thus, the form
would seem to be unclear, but an orientation to the form would
predictably alleviate this condition.
Will the beginning worker find the form easy to use?
Examination of the opinions of the members of Group
B, which qualify as beginning workers, reveals that all its
members wanted to use the form, and felt that problems of
terminology could be eliminated. Thus beginning workers in
this study showed a great deal of enthusiasm for the form.
They commented that they could save time recording, could
easily see the dynamics of a group, and could readily abstract
salient information from the form. They also mentioned that
the form provided a structure for recording, and that the
form reduced their resistance to recording. Two supervisors
(members of Group A) had stated that they would like to have
their beginning workers use the form. Hence, the inference
to be drawn is that beginning workers would find the form re
latively easy to use. However, one limitation of the study
is that all workers who used the form had at least a college
degree, thus the form was not tested on workers with less
formal levels of education.
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Is the form too structured, thereby limiting the creativeness
of the recorder?
In response to the question of the form limiting crea
tivity of the recorder, reference can be made to the worker
who used section VI, the business items of the meeting, merely
as a guideline to write a narrative. One worker mentioned
that the structure restricted him unless he did more summarizing.
It is possible that the specific questions of the form would
influence the recorder to deal only with them, however the
form does not state that extra pages can not be used, nor
that sections of the form must be used in a specific manner.
Creativity need not be limited, but the worker must expend
more effort in order to achieve it.
Will the structured form aid in the reduction of anxiety on
the part of the worker in regards to recording?
The answer to the question of the form aiding in the
reduction of a worker's recording anxiety, which also deals
2Q
with one of the problems of recording, v can be gleaned from
comments made by the staff that using the form would de
crease their resistence and/or hostility to recording, and
from comments concerning the ease of use of the form. As
was revealed by Table 14, the participants' responses to the
question, "Why would you like to use the form?", centered in
two areas: (1) that the form afforded direction, and (2) that
it decreased recording resistance. Also, as was previously
mentioned, the enthusiastic reaction in favor of the form on




responses would indicate that using the form at least set a
more positive atmosphere for learning from recording.
Would using the form aid the worker in seeing more clearly
his role with the group, and in understanding the group.dy
namics, thereby increasing the worker's level of awareness?
Many of the items on the interview schedule (used in
enlisting opinions of the recording form) relate to the ques
tion of the form aiding the worker to see the internal makeup
of the group and his role with the group. All ten of the
participants responded that the form would help them in their
work with groups, however, the section of the recording instru
ment concerned with the focus of the worker's attention did
not receive complete agreement. One person did not feel that
it helped him focus on individual behavior patterns. None of
the supervisors (Group A) and only one member of Group B be
lieved that the form would help them focus on the relations
of members to each other. Only one person felt the form dir
ected attention to the relation of the group to the community.
Eight of the ten people agreed that the form helped to pin
point planning for future meetings. All members stated that
the form would aid in evaluating the group's movement and
only one person disagreed that it would not help him in eval
uating his own role. Thus it would seem that on the whole
the form would help a worker to identify his role and to under
stand the dynamics of the group. The researcher, however,
does not feel that the present research effort was exhaustive
enough to predict the recording form's effect upon the worker's
level of awareness of himself and group dynamics due to the
short period of time the form was utilized.
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How can the form be changed to make it a more effective tool
for the worker?
Considering the suggestions made by the participants
in the study, the researcher has revised the recording form
as follows:
1. Within section I, which is concerned with character
istics of the group and of the meeting, an item would
be added pertaining to the weather conditions at the
time of the meeting. As weather can definitely
affect the attendance and mood of the meeting, this
would be essential to recording a meeting.
2. A separate attendance sheet will replace the attend
ance items in section II of the form. Maintaining
a separate attendance sheet will alleviate repeated
listings of group members' names as the form would
require.
3. Replacing the attendance items of section II would
be items calling for the purpose and goals of the
meeting. Maintaining an account of the purpose and
goals of a meeting will induce continuity to a staff
member's work, aid him in evaluations, and help him
to see his role with a group.
4. Section III, concerned with the tone of the meeting,
would be expanded with provision for the worker's
explanation of his answer in a "Comments" item.
5. Section VI, the business items of the meeting, would
be extended over two pages to provide more space and
to enable a worker to relate dynamics of the meeting.
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This would increase the form's value as an educational
tool.
6. An "Activity" item would be added to section VI so
that possible relationships between subjects discussed
and the activity taking place would be recorded.
7. Section XIII, which deals with the role of the worker
with the group, would be extended with an "Other"
category for workers who do not see themselves in
any of the roles listed.
8. "Comments" in section XIII would be changed to "Eval
uation" to provide for the workerfs evaluation of his
role.
9. Section XVII, the "Worker's plan for the next meeting,"
would be placed at the end of the form so that the
worker could see the logical step into preparation
for the coming meeting.
10. The form would be contained on both sides of a page
to eliminate bulk and save money.
(Refer to Appendix III.)
Although many comments of "redundancy" were made in
regards to sections VII through XII, the researcher has not
altered these sections. They deal with individual behavior,
internal makeup of the group, and the worker's role in all
the situations therein recorded. These are seen as very vital
to increasing the worker's level of awareness of himself and
of group dynamics. The terms used in the sections will also
serve to increase discussion in supervision sessions as the
terms are defined.
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What would "be the effect of the form upon supervision?
Most of the respondents felt using the form would in
crease discussion in supervision sessions. This is in con
currence with the results of experiments with "brief reCOrd-
ing conducted by caseworkers. One supervisor commented
that it would make supervision easier as the form would enable
him to see the directions in which to work with the staff mem
bers. Here, again, however, there was not adequate time uti
lizing the form to measure its effect upon supervision, al
though the opinions of the staff members would provide the
basis for further research.
Would use of the form facilitate the organization of a worker's
records?
All ten respondents replied postively to this question.
Again, this was an opinion and can not be validated except
over a period of use.
SUMMARY
The purpose of this exploratory study was to deter
mine the possibilities of employing the structured recording
form in the methods of social group work and community organ
ization. Opinions were gathered from ten staff members of
one agency who had access to the form and implemented it in
their recording duties as staff members. On the whole, the
participants in the study showed a great deal of enthusiasm
for the form, and thus the prospects of employing the form




particularly in view of the great resistance to recording
expressed by the staff members. Conclusions drawn from the
study further support this statement. These conclusions are
listed as follows:
1. Use of the recording form will not exceed sixty min
utes for recording a meeting.
2. The time required to record using the form will de
crease as familarity with the form increases.
3. The greatest amount of difficulty encountered in
understanding the form will be experienced by workers
with the least amount of formal training.
4. Beginning workers will find the form relatively easy
to use.
5. The form will not necessarily limit the creativity
of the worker using it.
6. Use of the structured form would reduce a worker's
anxiety in the area of recording.
7. Use of the form would help a worker to identify his
role and enhance his understanding of group dynamics,
8. Discussion in supervision sessions would be increased
following use of the form.
9. The organization of a worker's records would be facil
itated as a result of using the form.
The respondents in this study were in agreement that
the recording form would decrease their resistence toward re
cording. This is significant in light of the problems of re
cording delineated in chapter I of this study. Considering
the purpose of recording of "• . . improving the quality of
experience which is provided for a person(s), as it is to be
used as a tool in aiding the worker to understand the person(s)
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with whom he is working and to understand how to help them,"
^ Trecker, op. cit., p. 203.
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the form increases in importance as ease of use and lowering
of resistance would greatly improve the probability of a
worker learning from his recording and thereby increasing in
his competence as a staff member. The recording form must
also definitely be considered as a source of limiting the prob
lems of recording time and cost to an agency.
The conclusions previously listed are in need of fur
ther research of a more extensive nature which would more
adequately measure the effectiveness of the recording instru
ment used in this study. Research is also called for in such
areas as the usefulness of the form among different agencies,
between community organizers and group workers, in increasing
the workers' levels of awareness of their roles and of group
dynamics, and so forth. Another area needing research is
the testing of the form on workers with less formal levels of
education as all participants in the study had at least a
college degree.
Total No. Pages Record No,
Page No,
(Agency Name)
I. Group Meeting Report
Worker; Date;
Group : Kinds Ages;
Number enrolled; Number attending; Visitors:_
Time meeting started;_ Time meeting ended:_
Where the meeting was held:
II. Attendance List
People attending and order in which they arrived: (Note time of late
arrivals.)











III. The general tone of today's meeting seemed to be;
Tense Hostile Enthusiastic Other
Restless Depressed Happy
Excited Congenial Relaxed
IV. The group seemed to be feeling:
More "Togetherness" No Change
Less "Togetherness" Don't Know
V. What sub-groups were in evidence at today's session? List in
order of influence starting with the most influential.





Don't Know: No apparent sub-groups:
vi. •
The order and subjects discussed at today*s session, and how it worked out in the group;







VII. Was there conflict between or among members?
What kind? Around what issue?_
People involved? How settled?__
Your role?
VIII. Was there any hostility apparent? What kind?_
Around what issue? By whom?
What gave rise to this?
How settled?
Your role?
IX. Who took the most active part in the meeting?_
At all times? Explain
Your role?
X. Who was the most withdrawn?_
At all times? Explain
Your role?






















XIII, For the following questions check what seems to be the most
appropriate answers, and make any additional comments to
illustrate your answer;
My role or roles, with the group, in today's session seemed to be;








C. Don't Know Other
XIV, In relation to some of the individuals in the group, I played a
special role, as follows:
Name of Individual Role of Individual Role of Worker




XVI. To what other groups in the community is this group related?
Group Name How are they related?
XVII, Worker's plan for the next meeting - What is it?
A. Who is going to be contacted between meetings and why?
Name Why?
B. Who is going to contact absent members?
XVIII. Comments, Evaluation, Assessment of the Meeting:
A. The questions which I am now going to ask you are concerned with
your experience —
1. What is your position in the agency?
2. What is the extent of your education? (Check the item which
best applies.) utie of Degree(s)s
grade school college ,
high school graduate school_
3. How long have you worked with Bethlehem Community Center?
(Check the item which best applies.)
0- 6 months ( 1/2 year)_ 37-42 months (3 1/2 year)
7-12 months ( 1 year) 43-48 months ( 4 year)
13-18 months (1 1/2 year) 49-54 months (4 1/2 year)
19-24 months ( 2 year) 55-60 months ( 5 year)
25-30 months (2 1/2 year) 61- ♦ months ( 5 + year)
31-36 months ( 3 year)
4. How long have you been working within the field of social work?
(Check the item which best applies.)
0- 6 months ( 1/2 year) 37-42 months (3 1/2 year)
7-12 months ( 1 year) 43-48 months ( 4 year)
13-18 months (1 1/2 year) 49-54 months (4 1/2 year) ^
19-24 months ( 2 year) 55-60 months ( 5 year)
25-30 months (2 1/2 year) 61- + months ( 5 + year)
31-36 months ( 3 year)
5. How long have you been working with groups in the field of
social work? (Check the answer which best applies.)
0- 6 months ( 1/2 year) 37-42 months (3 1/2 year)
7-12 months ( 1 year) 43-48 months ( 4 year)
13-18 months (1 1/2 year) 49-54 months (4 1/2 year)
19-24 months ( 2 year) 55-60 months ( 5 year)
25-30 months (2 1/2 year) 61- + months ( 5 + year)
31-36 months ( 3 year)
2
6. Are you presently working with at least one group? Yes No
7» Were you able to record a meeting using the form? Yes No
If yes, were you able to record at least two meetings of one
group? Yes No
B, The following questions are concerned with time spent recording
meetings« "Meetings" refers to those of committees, groups,
councils, clubs, et cetera - at least more than two people are
present,
1. How much time did you usually spend (or have you spent) record
ing a meeting with the agency form of recording?
0-30 minutes ( 1/2 hour) 121-150 minutes (2 1/2 hour)
31-60 minutes ( 1 hour) 151-180 minutes ( 3 hour)
61-90 minutes (1 1/2 hour) 181-210 minutes (3 1/2 hour)
91-120 minutes( 2 hour) 211-240 minutes ( 4 hour)_
241- •*• minutes (4 + hour;
2. How much time do you feel should be spent recording a typical
group meeting?
0-30 minutes ( 1/2 hour) 121-150 minutes (2 1/2 hour)_
31-60 minutes ( 1 hour) 151-180 minutes ( 3 hour)
61-90 minutes (1 1/2 hour) 181-210 minutes (3 1/2 hour)
91-120 minutes( 2 hour) 211-240 minutes ( 4 hour)
241- + minutes (4 + hour)
3. How much time did you spend (or do you think you would spend)
recording a meeting using the form? (Refer to copy attached.)
0-30 minutes ( 1/2 hour) 121-150 minutes (2 1/2 hour)
31-60 minutes ( 1 hour) 151-180 minutes ( 3 hour)
61-90 minutes (1 1/2 hour)__ 181-210 minutes (3 1/2 hour)
91-120 minutes( 2 hour)__ 211-240 minutes ( 4 hour)
241-- + minutes (4 + hour)__._
4» Do you feel that the attached form required (or do you feel
that it would require) too much time in relation to the amount
of time you would realistically like to spend on a recording?
Yes No
C. This section of questions is concerned more with your feelings
about the recording form —
1. Did you have difficulty understanding what -..iformation was
being sought on the form?
Yes No ,
If yes, which section(s) vere hard to understand?
Section I Section VII Section >TIi
Section II Section VIII Section XIV
Section III Section IX Section XV
Section IV Section X Section XVT
Section V Section XI Section XVII
Section VI Section XII Section XVIII
2. Do you feel that the form is too detailed? Yes No
If yes, what section(s) would you dismiss or condense?
(Mark "C for condense; "D" for dismiss.)
Section I Section VII Section XIII
Section II Section VIII Section XIV
Section III Section IX Section XV
Section IV Section X Section XVI
Section V Section XI Section XVII
Section VI Section XII Section XVIII
(For those which the person wants to condense, make notations
on the attached recording form,)
3. Do you feel that using this form would help you in your work
with the group(s)?
Yes __ fto
4. Would use of this form facilitate the organization of your
records?
Yes No
5. Did the use of the form (or do you feel it would) help you to
focus ons
a.) behavior patterns of individual members? Y'.j No
b.) relations of members to each other? Yec No
c.) relation of the group(s) to the community? Yets No
d.) planning for future meetings with the group(s)? Yes No
6. Does the form cover all aspects cf a meeting which you usually
record?
Yes No
If no, please explain what aspects are not covered
7. Does the form cover all aspects of a meeting which 7/015 feel
should be recorded?
Yes No
Tf no, what aspects do you feel should be covered?
d. Do you feel using this form would aid you in evaluating =■
a5) the group(s) movement? Yes No
"b.) your role? Yes No
9* Vvould you change the form? Yes No
If yes, how?
10, Assuming that you are working with a group, vvould you like to
use this recording form, if possible, for your recording?
Yes No
(Factors to pull from the persons time, anxiety, structure.)
























What was the purpose of today's meeting? What were the goals for the
meeting?
III. The general tone of today's meeting seemed to be:
Tense Hostile Enthusiastic Other
Restless Depressed Happy Comments
Excited Congenial Relaxed___
IV. The group seemed to be feeling:
More "Togetherness" No Change
Less "Togetherness1* Don't Know
V. What sub-groups were in evidence at today's
session? List in order of influence starting















The order and subjects discussed at today's session, and how it worked out in the group*






















































































































































































VII. Was there conflict between or among members?
What kind? Around what issue?_
People involved? __How settled?
Your role?
VIII. Was there any hostility apparent? What kind?_
Around what issue? _By whom?
What gave rise to this?
How settled?
Your role?
IX. Who took the most active part in the meeting?_
At all times? Explain
Your role?
X. Who was the most withdrawn?_
At all times? Explain
Your role?






















XIII. For the following questions check what seems to be the most
appropriate answers, and make any additional comments to
illustrate your answer:
My role or roles, with the group, in today's session seemed to "be:









C. Don't Know Other
XIV. In relation to some of the individuals in the group, I played a
special role, as follows:
Name of Individual Role of Individual Role of Worker




XVI. To what other groups in the community is this group related?
group Name How are they related?
XVII. Comments, Evaluation, Assessment of the Meeting?
XVIII. Worker's plan for the next meeting - What is it?
A. Who is going to "be contacted between meetings and why?
B. Who is going to contact absent members?
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